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1. INTRODUCTION

CINBIO aims to contribute to promotingindividuals and institutions
that contribute to the advancement and development of science.
This recognition extends not only to research activities but also to
all related facets that foster and promote research progress, such
as management, leadership, knowledge transfer, and science
communication. Particularly, the focus lies on the fields of
biomedicine and nanomaterials, which are central to the center's
scope of action.

The mission of CINBIO, through these event and recognition, is to
empower science by acknowledging those individuals who inspire
others through their daily contributions.

2. CATEGORIES

The CINBIO Gold Talk event is designed to recognize the efforts of
individuals and institutions that drive science forward and inspire
others through their work and discourse.
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CINBIO National Gold talk: This category is intended for
individuals or institutions operating at the national level, with
an outstanding trajectory and significant involvement in the
world of research. 

CINBIO International Gold talk: Reserved for individuals or
institutions with an international presence (outside Spain) and a
recognized trajectory, demonstrating merit and dedication in
their field, significantly contributing to the advancement of
science.

There are two categories:

The honorees will have the chance to present their "Gold talk" at
the awards ceremony, inspiring and showcasing their work to the
attendees. 

The prize will come with a monetary reward.

3. ELIGIBILITY

The criteria for participation state that any person or institution is
eligible to apply if their knowledge, trajectory, or accomplishments
have contributed to the advancement of science and research,
particularly in the areas of interest and work of CINBIO:
biomedicine and nanomaterials.
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5. SUBMISSION OF NOMINATIONS

All nominations must be submitted through the form available on
cinbio.es. The candidates may either self-nominate or be proposed
by others.

The jury will consider the scientific and technical trajectory of the
proposed individuals or institutions, as well as the inspirational
nature of their contributions to the field of science and research.

Special emphasis will be placed on nominations that have made
significant contributions in the following areas:

·Research or management in the fields of biomedicine and
nanomaterials
·Knowledge transfer to society through applications or scientific
dissemination
Innovation

4. EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR AWARD CATEGORIES
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Name, position, affiliation, and a brief summary of the
candidate's trajectory.
Support letter: Nominations must be endorsed with a brief
support letter from the nominator, providing reasons for the
nomination. The support letter should not exceed 2 pages in A4
size with a minimum font size of 12 pt.

Each nomination must include the following mandatory sections
of the form:

6. NOMINATION PERIOD

7. JURY

The nomination period is always open. The registration form at
https://cinbio.es is the only channel for submitting nominations for
this award.

The jury's decision will be announced in late September, and the
awardees of this edition will be contacted at that time. 

The jury is composed of the CINBIO steering committee.

https://cinbio.es/goldtalk/formulario-de-inscripcion-goldtalk/
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The committee's discussion and voting on the results will be
confidential, with only the final decision in each category being
made public.

There will be a single awardee per category, and the jury reserves
the right to declare either or both categories as unassigned if
deemed necessary.

The jury's decision is final and cannot be appealed. The results will
be announced on the cinbio.es website and its social media
channels at the beginning of October. The awards ceremony will
take place between October 15 and November 30.

8. EVENT

The event will be held in the last quarter of the year. The awardees
must be present and ready to deliver an inspiring talk lasting a
maximum of 20 minutes. This talk should encompass part of their
scientific trajectory while inspiring and promoting science at all
levels.

The honorees are committed to participating in all activities
organized during the event. Moreover, they grant CINBIO the
authorization to disseminate all relevant information about them. It
is a unique opportunity to recognize talent and boost science.
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10. ACCEPTANCE AND SPECIAL CONDITIONS

Accepting the recognition implies acceptance of these terms and
conditions. CINBIO reserves the right to cancel the current contest,
either partially or entirely, without incurring any liability.

Compliance with current legal regulations regarding the protection
of personal data will be ensured throughout this call. By
participating in this call and accepting the award, participants fully
accept the established terms and conditions, and the resolution,
which will be final and cannot be appealed.

In exceptional and duly justified circumstances, CINBIO reserves the
right to make modifications to the terms and conditions, always
ensuring that such changes do not entail significant or arbitrary
alterations.

It is important to note that submitting a nomination does not
exclude the possibility of participating in future editions.

9. DATA PROTECTION AND USE OF INFORMATION
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The awardees will grant CINBIO and the University of Vigo the
rights to use their image and voice free of charge to the maximum
extent permitted by law. This authorization aims to facilitate the
dissemination of the award ceremony and its outcomes, among
other purposes. The formalization of this assignment will take place
before the award ceremony.

FURTHER INFORMATION

Inquiries regarding the awards should be directed to the following
email address: cinbio@cinbio.com and the phone number 986 130
296.
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CANDIDATURE FORM

Category
• National
• International

Candidature
:a. Full Name:
b. Position:
c. Center / Institution:
d. Candidature Description:
e. Contribution to Science:
f. Relevant Web Links:
g. Contact:

Promoter of the Candidature (Individual/Entity):
a. Full Name:
b. Position:
c. Center / Institution:
d. Reasons justifying the nomination:

Additional Documentation (optional)

Privacy Policy.



THANK
YOU

CINBIO
Centro de investigación en nanomateriales y biomedicina
Universidade de Vigo

Campus Universitario Lagoas Marcosende, 36310, Vigo

+34 986 130 296

https://cinbio.es


